Seattle Seo Increases Website Traffic By 500%
For Business Owners who have yet to establish an online presence, Search Engine Optimization (SEO) may
be the perfect solution. When it comes to performing well online, SEO has proven to increase website traffic,
leads and sales.
Online PR News â€“ 30-October-2011 â€“ If a business owner has yet to establish an online presence,
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) may be the perfect solution. When it comes to performing well online,
SEO has proven to increase website traffic, leads and sales. By ensuring top placement on the major search
engines when customers are looking for business products or services in the area a business serves, the
business will have a chance to convert the customer when they need the business's services. In fact, Seattle
SEO had a recent case study where they were able to increase website traffic by over 500% through their
SEO services.
Â
"With Seattle SEO on your team, your Internet traffic can skyrocket. Our experts can help your business grow
in a short time. We know how to implement the optimum marketing and advertising strategies in the business
world. By customizing a strategy and implementing the best SEO solutions, we are seeing tremendous
success with all of our Seattle SEO clients, said Jeff Sherman the owner of Seattle SEO, a division of Top
Marketing Agency. He continued to say, "Our constant training and investment in state of the art technology
has allowed us to stay ahead of the curve in todays evolving search engine market."
Â
Our constant training and investment in state of the art technology has allowed us to stay ahead of
the curve in todays evolving search engine market.
Basically, Seattle SEO is increasing website traffic on their SEO program by doing both on-page and off-page
SEO and optimizing the website design. Optimizing on-page SEO is a complex process where the Title, Meta
Data, Keywords and Content are all optimized to increase the websites relevance to the search terms.
Off-page SEO is building a consistent combination of articles, press releases, bookmarks, rss feeds, mini
sites and blog sites. And optimizing the website design is making sure that a company's website is built well,
easy to navigate and engaging to its customers with strong call to action.
Â
"We implement On-Page SEO with strong Off-Page SEO using our state of the art technology to streamline
the process. This approach allows us to increase your profit while lowering your overhead," says Jeff
Sherman from Seattle SEO. With the proper SEO strategy, many businesses are able to fill their pipeline with
new in-market customers at a lower cost than many other marketing sources. To obtain consistent results
with SEO, it's important that a business implements a customized SEO solution specific to the type of service
and product that the business is looking to sell. Equally important, the business needs to match up a
company's SEO strategy with the proper demographic market served. An experienced SEO company will
analyze the company's website, the demographic's and the overall business goals to determine the best
strategy to increase traffic to the businesses website. After determining the best strategy an experienced
SEO company typically has access to their a staff of programmers; writers, bloggers, and analytics experts
who are trained to implement the program for the best results.
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Â
"When it comes to our Seattle SEO staff, our main goal and emphasis is the businesses return on their
investment", says Jeff Sherman with Top Marketing Agency. When a business is in the market for SEO
services, they should make sure to choose an experienced SEO company with proven results. An
experienced company will learn what the business needs are and strive to exceed the business owners
expectations. They will make the most of a company's online presence, drive relevant traffic to the company's
website, increase the company's online leads and the companys bottom line.
Â
"Seattle SEO has a proven track record where clients are seeing up to 500% increase in traffic to their sites.
Visit http://www.marketingagencyseattle.com for more details on our SEO Seattle programs," said Jeff
Sherman.
Â
About Seattle SEO:
Seattle SEO is a division of Top Marketing Agency, a full service digital marketing and website design
company. With over 20 years of combined experience in internet marketing, they have helped 100's of
businesses throughout North America with their marketing solutions. Based out of Seattle, Washington, their
experienced web programmers and marketing professionals have developed cutting edge technologies that
allow businesses to dominate their marketplace at an affordable rate.
Â
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